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Good Afternoon!
In this newsletter:
- Quantum computing: confirmation is on the way
- AI is to give or take our jobs?
- New .AC.UK domain - on offer this month
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Quantum computing: confirmation is on the way
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------In a month when we are working on updating our own encryption algorithms NIST has organised a competition for public-key algorithms to secure against a
quantum computer.
To us this signals the real dawn of quantum computing; the issue being that any of todays encryption methods will be feeble against the new machines.
The NIST competition has been published, see here for more details:
https://csrc.nist.gov/Projects/Post-Quantum-Cryptography/Round-1-Submissions
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------AI is to give or take our jobs?
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------AI (artificial intelligence [aka machine learning/expert systems]) is looming ever more closer each year. In a pessimistic view few jobs are safe from this
encroachment, almost all can and will be automated: Doctors, Lawyers (hooray!), managers, accountants, etc. However, it may not be all doom and gloom.
There will be many new jobs created supporting this new tech, much like Wired have highlighted:
https://www.wired.com/story/job-alert-how-would-you-like-to-babysit-robots/
In the future we will need lots of babysitters for robots, and tech support for driver-less vehicles when they fail to move (or will they provide a big red reset
button that the occupants can push to reboot the system).
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------New .AC.UK domain - on offer this month
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Order a NEW .AC.UK domain for your department this month for *half price for the initial registration charge.
Half price this month only for the initial registration charge:
http://www.seiretto.com/domains/prices/#acuk
To order login:
https://seiretto.co.uk/clients/
*this offer is only available to existing clients.
New to Seiretto?
Contact us for more details on how to register your first .AC.UK domain name:
https://seiretto.co.uk/contactus/
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Thank you for reading!
Please let us know if you have any queries? Just reply now....
Missed a newsletter? Copies of most of them are online here:
http://www.seiretto.com/newsletters/
Seiretto Sales.
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